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ABSTRACT: know days, IoT is played a crucial role in our all life. Home Automation is the user control 

home from computer and assign the action that should happening depended on the time or sensor reading 

such as light’s, temper- ature or sound from the all device in IoT network. It reduce the human inter vention 

of there used in the energy and saved the time. The aim of this tech- nology is automatic the apliance around 

the enable us the control them and help in warning in critical situations.It facility the communi- cation 

between the many real world object by colla- borating with varous network’s. IoT involve the enhanc 

technology to perfect the collection and analayes the data in various sensor then send to the data to mobile 

or  personal computer. 
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1. Introduction 

The Internet of Thing (IoT) is the tech- nology in physical object device, vehicle, building and other 

item of embedded in the electronic software sensor, and the network conectivity is enable of the object to 

colect the data. The IoT allow the object to be sensor and control the remot across of exist network in fra- 

structure, creating the opportuniti for all direct integrtion of the physical world into computer-based system, 

and result is improve the efficient, acuracy and economic usage; when IoT is the sensor and actuator, the 

technology become the instanc of the other general class of cyber system, which also en compases 

technologie such as the smart environ ment grid, smart home, inteligent trans portation and smart citi. Each 

thing is uniquely identifiable of through it’s embeded compute system but is also able to inter operate with 

the existing of Internet in fra structure. Expert estimate that the IoT will consist of almost 100 billion object 

by 2022 IoT devices is can be used in control is the mechanic, electric and elect ronic system used in variou 

type of the building in at home auto mation. Internet of things (IoT) is know as day most used device such 

as phone, sensr, watch connect to the Internet used a wireles tech nology. IoT make the capable of share, 

comunicate, and transfer the data through Internet whether posting to a server or read the data from server. 

The many of the device that support IoT like Arduino, Rasberry, and other micro-electronc device. IoT 

capable of used in the technology is wireless technology to produce the environment of remote. 

2. General View  

IOT provide the various kind’s service, work with the some of technology and a different meaning. 

Sensing through the acceler- ometer , pressure etc., embedded procesing of device (MCUs , MPUs etc) and 

connect in WiFi, Mobile data and NFC, GPS etc. are used by software to provide the numerous service like 

Supply chain auto mation, autosafety , M2M, pedstrian navigate, remote aplication avoid, air quality contol 

or BLDG auto mation. These application have to given the birth of smart health, tag, car, lighting’s, grid, 

energy, parking and home. IOT has also result in the variou technology of inno- vation including mini 

aturization, advanced in package process. 

3. Advantages of home automation system  

In the recent year, wire less system like WiFi have beco me more common in the home network. 

Also in home and build the auto- mation system, the use of wireless technology is give several advantage 

that could not be achiev- ed using a wired network.  

1) Red uced in installation cost: First and for emost, install in cost are signi ficantly reduced the 

since no of cable is necesary. Wired solution is the require cabling, where material as well as the profesional 

layer the cable (e.g. into walls) is expensived.  
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2) System scal ability and easy extension: Developing a wireless network is especialy advantages 

when, due the new or change require ment, extension of the network is the nece ssary. In contrast to wired 

network, in which cabling is exten sion is tedious. This make of the wireless installations is seminal 

investment.  

3) Aesthetical benefits: Apart from the covering in larger area, the attribute help of full aesthetical 

require ment as well as. Ex. include re presentative buding with the allglas architecture and historical buding 

where to be design or con servatory reason do not allow the laying in cable.  

4) Integration of the phone device: With all wireless network, associate ing and phone device such as 

the PDA and Smart phone with in the automation of system become possible every where and the any time, 

as the device exact physical location is no longer of a crucial for a conection (as long in the device is reach 

of the network). For all these reason, wireless tech- nology is not only the atractive choice it’s in ranovation 

and refurbish ment, but also for a new instalation. 

4. IoT and privacy and security  

Security and privacy is the main concern of the while design and develop the IoT device in 

addressing of concern is the must to the high priority. New tech- nology often has the scope for the abuse, 

and its smarter the solve to issue the before it in fluences privacy and security, in novation or finan cial 

develop- ment. It is the responsibility of a Manufacturing and standards organi sation and policy maker to 

the address all the possible threat to the product. As the part of a network layer is security, manu facturers 

must think to about the imple mentation of the new security of protocol that will be a important of guarante 

end-to-end transmission of the delicate data. 

5.challenges of internet of things  

Behind of every success story is the hidden the chain of a problem. Same is the case IOT. According 

is the banifit. et. al. It’s all experiences of three major challenges :  

• Technological challenges  

• Business challenges  

• Societal problems 

6.Conclusion  

The paper is goes to the through various aspect in what future of the IOT look like it. Though the 

chain of my ths will be always hold to the future of the with un- certainty, the situation of can be seen to the 

become of better shortly if we can work on the eliminating of them. While using in the data collected from 

the sensor in wisely, dependency of the IOT on the mob ile network, significance is the data of generated 

from the different all device, importance of the network is along side data centre, need of the secured service 

in in frastructure with remote controll option, evolution is the inter loperability standard, hetero geneity and 

open are the some of the issue that we need the be address, security and privacy of all data will play the 

major role in how the picture of the IoT will be look like in coming decade. Parallel to the also comes in 

challenge faced to the technology of that pose threat to it success. Every aspect including the technology, 

busi ness, society and law resist to the success rate of IOT. Acceptance of the technology by creating people 

is also to be the essential and should be taken into the consi deration during the development of the people 

who are not found of the using in gadget, smart device and do not the feel comfotable dealings with 

technologies will be have the difficulth time of the working in with the compl exity functionality of IOT will 

engaged the with. It high time in the deal with the factor of that might significant bring the down of the 

mighty future to IOT. 
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